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Another typical night for
Managers



Nightmares



360-degree.. chaos



Do you see yourself in them?



Everyone aims to impress in
the of�ce. We believe that it
starts with being a Super
Learner.



Needless to say, feasting
happens after
(recommended to avoid food
coma during said activities)



A trusted Manager is �exible
to make adjustments to
address different situations.



Everyone knows that
Managers are skilled
jugglers.



How do you handle con�ict
as a Leader in the workplace?



Being speci�c makes it
meaningful and motivates
the employee to improve
their skills.



Good relations start from
being a good communicator.
Effective communication is
more than verbal
communication; such as body
language and what you don't
say.



Most of us have to give a
presentation at some point in
time. How can we become
better presenters?



Listening techniques that will
make you a better manager



It can be nerve wrecking to
correct someone but a few
simple tips can ease your
worries.



Are you a working mummy
who is in need some of
serious me-time? We get you,
ladies.  



How we start the day  



Every lady's
#Period Emergency Kit
must-haves in the
of�ce.What else do you
carry? 



Did you have a Performance
Appraisal recently? Here's a
helpful translation guide of
your evaluation. 



Ideas on
appreciating employees that
you wouldn't want to miss
out: 



How to stay sane under a
mountain of work? Learn to
prioritize. 



Workplace struggles



Just got promoted as a new
manager? 



Rede�ne and celebrate
success 



Managers and Leaders have
the in�uence to bring the
best out of a team 



To develop creative potential
in your employees, they need
to be in a place where they
can be inspired. 



Not everyone is a social
butter�y. So here are 5
simple questions to start a
great conversation.



More Information

Sign up for a free account now

  

We have many more FREE bite-sized modules on
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